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FDR/UPSTREAM—
Guardians to

zLinux Penguins

S/390 LINUX AND BACKUPS

The reasons organizations are looking at
S/390 Linux are numerous and include signifi-
cant cost reduction for server consolidation as
well as reduction in training and administration
that extends to lower TCO. With these major
savings, the adoption rate among government
agencies and universities is particularly high,
and the financial community has greeted S/390
Linux like it was the next hot stock IPO.

Some feel the benefits of S/390 Linux are
all hype, but others see very tangible results.
So if your organization has embraced S/390
Linux, they will have to decide how to protect
it. You just got your new S/390 Linux system
running. It is running your Web server, data-
base system or custom application and now
you have to make sure that it is safe. Don’t
forget the backups.

Like any other critical system in your
company, you need a backup system that is
comprehensive—it needs to allow easy recov-
ery of files, be automated, secure, and most
importantly, work. INNOVATION Data
Processing’s FDR/UPSTREAM is a prime
candidate to perform that function.

SLEEPING SOUNDLY

FDR/UPSTREAM will allow you to sleep
soundly at night knowing that the backup will
run completely unattended and require little
day-to-day management. The UPSTREAM

system provides a dual component architecture
with the z/OS or OS/390 mainframe system
providing the backup server services. The
UPSTREAM client for the Linux system can
reside either within an LPAR or on a virtual
system on z/VM.

The UPSTREAM backup can be initiated
from the backup server with the z/OS job
scheduling system already in place or from
CRON or any other client scheduler. Using
the z/OS scheduler provides the added advan-
tage for UPSTREAM to provide integrated
JCL condition code checking, resulting in an
automated process.

A major requirement for most shops is that
tape management needs to be automatic. Most
z/OS or OS/390 mainframe shops already
have existing tape facilities—auto-loaders,
high-capacity and high-speed drives and tape
management software, and it makes sense to
use them for your S/390 Linux backups as well.
In many instances, since the Linux system is
running on S/390 or ‘z’ series hardware, there
are existing S/390 or ‘z’ series tape facilities
that can be utilized to service your backups.
Centralizing your backups off the Linux system
reduces the overhead of the backups, freeing
additional CPU cycles for your applications.

ELIMINATE THE SPEED LIMIT

Not many IT directors complain when
their backups run too fast, and UPSTREAM
S/390 Linux will exploit the very best in

high-performance networking. S/390 Linux
supports a wide variety of network adapters
including Gigabit Ethernet, and for systems
where Linux and z/OS reside on the same phys-
ical platform (an LPAR), UPSTREAM’s per-
formance is blazing using IBM’s HiperSockets
that eliminate network traffic entirely.
UPSTREAM will also reduce the amount of
data transmitted through the use of compression,
a very unique consolidation process (called
Full Merge Backup) using incrementals to
build a full backup and duplicate file suppres-
sion. The duplicate support is a real time saver
for the folks running multiple images of the
same application, as it can be set to identify
when UPSTREAM has already backed up a
file/program in another LPAR or virtual server
and will keep a placeholder in the backup tape
pointing towards the one image. This will
save wall clock time for the backups and
restores and also provide savings in reduced
tape media usage.

DON’T FORGET
THOSE DATABASES

Database systems have their own way of
doing backups. UPSTREAM for Oracle® and
IBM ® DB2® uses APIs targeted specifically
for backups providing an online backup agent,
resulting in a complete system backup. By
using these APIs, UPSTREAM is assured that
the backups are correct and the databases can
be fully recovered. Also, use of these APIs
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typically results in faster backups, as only
transaction logs need to be backed up as incre-
mentals, and the full backup doesn’t back up
any unnecessary data.

POWER TO THE PEOPLE

Some shops like to have restores performed
by a limited number of people (to reduce training
and improve security); some like to encourage
users to do their own restores. In either case,
the UPSTREAM interfaces are easy to use and
can provide cross-platform operation. The
UPSTREAM “Director” Browser enabled inter-
face allows administrators on any system to be
able to initiate backups, perform inquiries and
restore files and directories, browse job logs,
run reports and more. For end user recovery,
UPSTREAM provides the aptly named “End
User Restore” GUI interface, which allows the
end user to recover just their files.

Using the Event Notification tool,
UPSTREAM has the ability to send E-mail
and SNMP notifications that can contain logs
or reports when unforeseen events occur.

These notifications are extremely helpful in
identifying why something failed or be
assured that the action worked successfully.

Additionally, z/OS storage administrators may
wish to use UPSTREAM’s TSO z/OS panels so
that help desk staff can use the existing systems
they are knowledgeable on. UPSTREAM’s
cross-platform restore support has become the
gold standard of backup software.

A key to cross-platform restore is maintaining
security, and users or administrators should only
be able to restore files they own or are responsi-
ble for. UPSTREAM can be set up to enforce a
logon, using the Linux system’s security, and
run all operations under the authority of that
user, assuring comprehensive file protection.

BE PREPARED WHEN
DISASTER STRIKES

UPSTREAM is a complete solution, as it
can restore not just your application data, but
the system itself. When you get to your disas-
ter site, you will know that you can boot your
disaster recovery or installation services and

begin to restore your data quickly.
UPSTREAM’s full-featured disaster recovery
product, the Rescuer,® works in concert with
the disaster recovery services from SuSE and
other vendors to get your system back com-
pletely, combining data accumulated from
both full and incremental backups.

WHEN SUCCESS COUNTS

Using UPSTREAM will mean that your
backups will run with minimum supervision
and outages—and that the data can be recov-
ered for the user, quickly and easily, when they
need it. S/390 Linux might be the new guy on
the block for operating systems, and by using
FDR/UPSTREAM, you can have the storage
management advantages enjoyed by more
established systems that will result in fast,
reliable operations.  

For more information on FDR/UPSTREAM call
973-890-7300, e-mail: sales@fdrinnovation.com
or visit www.innovationdp.fdr.com
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